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Across
1. Point where all weight of an object is 

evenly distributed

4. Sticking together; traction or friction

6. Force that tends to push a moving 

object out of a curve and into s straight path

8. Is found in a vehicle with manual 

transmission

10. A road that is higher on the center than 

the edge

17. Access expressway- see limited access 

expressway

18. Making comparisons with the 

information you are given

20. Skid occuring when tire looses air 

pressure

22. The way you weight the benefits you 

receive from driving versus what driving a 

vehicle costs

25. Events you assume might happen

28. Thee ability to see colors

29. A colorless, orderless, highly 

poisonous gas

30. Saying aloud what you sense in real 

world traffic situations

Down
2. A skid on a turn or curve

3. Sedection between two or more 

possible options

5. Percent of alcohol in your system

7. Generator that produces electricity

9. Interchange that looks like a four-leaf 

clover from above

11. Laws that regulate driver licensing, 

vehicle registration, financial responsibility 

of drivers and vehicle owners

12. System design to keep vehicles wheels 

from locking

13. Prevent engine from freezing

14. Compensating while driving impared 

with a cold or a flu

15. Skid caused when breaks are applied 

really hard

16. Safety feature that requires driver and 

passenger to protect themselves

19. Dangerous acts committed while 

drving

21. Sudden loss of air pressure in tire

23. Curve that slopes up from the inside

24. 3-percent cone at the center of your 

focus

26. Area that is not visible

27. Result of one object hitting another


